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An advance in the problem of achieving broadband, selective, and
uniform-phase excitation in NMR spectroscopy of liquids is out-
lined. Broadband means that, neglecting relaxation, any frequency
bandwidth may be excited even when the available radiofrequency
(RF) field strength is strictly limited. Selective means that sharp
transition edges can be created between pure-phase excitation and
no excitation at all. Uniform phase means that, neglecting spin–
spin coupling, all resonance lines have nearly the same phase. Con-
ventional uniform-phase excitation pulses (e.g., E-BURP), mostly
based on amplitude modulation of the RF field, are not broadband:
they have an achievable bandwidth that is strictly limited by the
peak power available. Other compensated pulses based on adia-
batic half-passage, like BIR-4, are not selective. By contrast, inver-
sion pulses based on adiabatic fast passage can be broadband (and
selective) in the sense above. The advance outlined is a way to re-
formulate these frequency modulated (FM) pulses for excitation,
rather than just inversion. C© 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)

Key Words: selective pulse; broadband pulse; uniform phase ex-
citation; adiabatic pulse; composite pulse; frequency modulation.
Uniform, controlled transformations of nuclear spin magneti-
zation, beyond that attainable by simple radiofrequency (RF)
pulses, are important in many NMR experiments and have
been investigated by many groups (1–15). Typically, there are
competing concerns or limitations, so that the best pulse in
one context may not work well in another. In some cases a
particular rotation operator, e.g., Rx (π

2 ) = exp(−i π
2 Ix ), is de-

sired; in others any transformation Iz → −Iy is acceptable, or
even Iz → −Iy cos(ϕ) + Ix sin(ϕ) with ϕ arbitrary. For high-
resolution “survey” experiments, nonuniform performance out-
side the chemical shift range is of no importance, but in other
situations it may be crucial to have some kind of uniform be-
havior over a desired frequency passband, while exciting little
or no signal outside, in the stopband. In cases where destruction
of stopband magnetization is not detrimental, either excitation
sculpting (13, 14) or “prepulses” (15) can be used to modify ei-
ther transverse or z-magnetization, respectively, to remove mag-
netization that is not within the desired passband. Both methods
1 To whom correspondence may be addressed. E-mail: ajshaka@uci.edu.
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are extremely flexible, allowing essentially arbitrary profiles to
be built up subject to relaxation time constraints. The prepulse
method (15) has been in the literature for over 16 years, but has
been largely ignored, or independently reinvented, numerous
times.

However, in some cases the out-of-band magnetization should
not be destroyed, so that a true selective excitation pulse, rather
than a magnetization filtering scheme, is required. These pulses
are typically less forgiving of pulse miscalibration so that, in
addition, the tolerance to the intrinsic RF inhomogeneity pro-
duced by the coil in a highresolution probe, in terms of signal
loss, or artifact generation, or both, must be quantified. Further-
more, even excitation sculpting merely preserves any preexist-
ing magnetization phase: it cannot create pure-phase excitation
from z-magnetization over arbitrarily large bandwidths. To do
that, some flexibility is required. Luckily, some pulses have a
parametric dependence on additional variables (aside from just
the pulsewidth) that can allow them to be adjusted smoothly
for different ranges of operation, for example sharpening the
transition between passband and stopband while keeping the
pass bandwidth fixed: these are, effectively, an entire family
of pulses. Other pulses, like most composite pulses, for exam-
ple, have a fixed passband/transition aspect ratio that depends
on the pulsewidth, Tp, so that altering the latter is tantamount
to searching for a different composite pulse altogether. In most
cases, frequency-modulated (FM) pulses fall into the former cat-
egory, while amplitude-modulated pulses and simple composite
pulses fall into the latter.

The hyperbolic secant (HS) inversion pulses, initially de-
scribed in the context of optical spectroscopy (16), were first
introduced into the NMR literature, along with the closely re-
lated tangential frequency-sweep pulses, by the careful analysis
of Pines and co-workers (17, 18). Subsequently they have been
exploited for a whole host of very useful applications (19–22).
The HS inversion pulses are an example of a family of pulses that
are both broadband and selective when it comes to population
inversion. Broadband in this context means that, for an ensemble
of isolated spins neglecting relaxation, any frequency inversion
bandwidth can be achieved while keeping the RF field, B1, fixed.
Selective means that, under the restrictions above, the transition
1090-7807/02 $35.00
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between passband and stopband can be made arbitrarily narrow.
In the case of the HS inversion pulse, essentially any bandwidth
can be achieved by adjusting the pulsewidth and range of fre-
quency sweep appropriately, while still maintaining the adiabatic
condition (23) that ensures good inversion. To narrow the tran-
sition region, and thereby improve selectivity, the pulsewidth
can be increased, while keeping the range of frequency sweep
constant. These characteristics are not the exclusive bailiwick of
the HS inversion pulses, being shared by a whole host of smooth
amplitude shapes and associated frequency sweeps (21, 22).

The reason there are many kinds of adiabatic inversion pulses,
many with selective profiles, and a dearth of any corresponding
excitation pulses, is easy to understand: the phase properties of
FM pulses are usually poor, leading to badly behaved spectra. In
multidimensional NMR, in particular, where such pulses might
be useful, the presence of any out-of-phase resonance makes
identification of nearby peaks tedious. For inversion pulses, in
contrast, the transformation Iz → −Iz is insensitive to any z-
rotations. Furthermore, transverse magnetization can be refo-
cused, independent of any pulse-dependent phase shifts, simply
by using a pair of identical 180◦ pulses. This principle was rig-
orously demonstrated by Levitt and Freeman (1) for the specific
case of B1-dependent phase shifts caused by simple composite
inversion pulses, and stated by Conolly et al. for the specific
case of adiabatic inversion pulses (24). The general case can be
proven easily. Suppose R inverts z-magnetization. Then without
loss of generality

R = Rz(ϕ1)Rx (π )Rz(ϕ2) [1]

with ϕ1 and ϕ2 arbitrary phase factors depending on offset, B1,
any delays, variations in B0, etc., and

R R = Rz(ϕ1)Rx (π )Rz(ϕ2)Rz(ϕ1)Rx (π )Rz(ϕ2)

= Rx (π ){R−x (π )Rz(ϕ1)Rx (π )}Rz(ϕ2)Rz(ϕ1)Rx (π )Rz(ϕ2)

= Rx (π )R−z(ϕ1)Rz(ϕ2)Rz(ϕ1)Rx (π )Rz(ϕ2)

= Rx (π )Rx(π ){R−x(π )R−z(ϕ1)Rz(ϕ2)Rz(ϕ1)Rx (π )}Rz(ϕ2)

= Rx (2π )Rz(ϕ1)R−z(ϕ2)R−z(ϕ1)Rz(ϕ2)

= Rx (2π ) [2]

completely independent of ϕ1 and ϕ2. The proof hinges on the
assumption that R inverts perfectly. When R does not invert
perfectly, a deeper analysis shows that the phase errors may still
be completely canceled, although an amplitude loss will emerge
(13, 14) and either pulsed field gradients or phase cycling must
be employed to eliminate magnetization from spins that are not
“flipped.” Of course Rx (2π ) is not the desired transformation—
rather Rx (π ) is. The answer to this objection is that any spin
echo sequence τ–R–τ may be replaced with the “double echo”

sequence τ1–R–τ1–τ2–R–τ2. As the delay τ1 → 0 the first inver-
sion element may be considered part of any preceding excitation
ATIONS

pulse, its only role being to prepare transverse magnetization
with the correct phase for the second inversion pulse, to produce
the best possible echo. This sequence will not, on its own, in-
vert z-magnetization, but simply R alone is sufficient for that.
As such, there is no major problem implementing arbitrary FM
inversion pulses (25) in common pulse sequences.

It is clearly not possible to assemble the same proof with the
starting excitation pulse

P = Rz(ϕ1)Rx

(
π

2

)
Rz(ϕ2), [3]

although any such proof not using fictional “inverse” pulses
(4–6, 12), if somehow located, would probably be of general
interest. Without any general scheme, and anticipating the spirit
of several constituent flawed pulses leading to a less flawed
whole, it is useful to adopt a more specific model for the HS
pulses.

The functional form of the HS pulses is well known (16),
with a symmetric hyperbolic secant amplitude profile and anti-
symmetric hyperbolic tangent frequency sweep (sech/tanh in
common parlance), extending in principle to ±∞. In practice, of
course, the pulse waveform is terminated at some finite time. One
parameter, β, controls the level of truncation, typically 1%, of the
finite-pulsewidth amplitude function. Another, fmax , controls
the full range of the frequency sweep. The pulsewidth, Tp, peak
field B peak

1 , and overall phase of the pulse, ϕ(0), round out the
control variables. In terms of these variables, fixing sech(β) =
0.01 for simplicity, and understanding that −Tp

2 ≤ t ≤ Tp

2 ,

ϕ(t) = ϕ(0) + ϕ0 ln

[
cosh

(
10.6t

Tp

)]
, [4]

ω1(t) = γB peak
1 sech

(
10.6t

Tp

)
[5]

with

ϕ0 = π fmax Tp

10.6
[6]

and

γB peak
1

2π
= κ

√
fmax

Tp
, [7]

with κ a number of order unity with a role that will become
apparent. In the above formulas fmax has units of Hz while t
and Tp are in seconds; ϕ0 and ϕ(0) are in radians and ω1(t) is in
rad/s. Equation [7] is only approximate, but is quite accurate as
long as fmax  T −1

p , i.e., substantial frequency modulation, a
situation we will denote as the far field case.

◦
The HS 180 pulse gives excellent inversion independent of
B peak

1 once B peak
1 is strong enough. Choosing κ = 1.83 gives
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good results in the far field case. However, if B peak
1 = 0 then

clearly no inversion can occur. It follows that there is a (non-
adiabatic) condition at which Iz → 0 if B peak

1 is deliberately
reduced. These “HS 90◦” pulses have strong phase rolls over
their operating bandwidth, but maintain the uniform selective
profile of their 180◦ cousins, a fact that has been independently
recently observed in experiments in which simple destruction of
z-magnetization is the goal (26). Figure 1 shows the expected

FIG. 1. The calculated z-, x-, and y-magnetization immediately following
a 4.0 ms HS 90◦ pulse applied to equilibrium magnetization, as described in
the text. The z-profile shows nearly uniform destruction of magnetization over
the passband and sharp transitions to the stopband. Unfortunately, the other two

components show violent phase behavior as a function of offset, consisting of a
large linear phase correction and a smaller quadratic correction.
CATIONS 133

FIG. 2. The calculated time dependence of the z-component of magnetiza-
tion for a spin in the center of the passband that is subjected to the 4.0 ms HS
90◦ pulse used to produce the offset dependence shown in Fig. 1. During almost
the entire first half of the pulse the magnetization remains undisturbed, and is
then rapidly excited. Transient oscillations occur as the sweep continues past.
They are closely related to the “ringing” observed in early slow passage NMR
experiments using magnetic field sweeps.

z-, x-, and y-magnetization, as a function of offset, for a prop-
erly calibrated 4-ms HS 90◦ using a weak peak field of only
γB peak

1 /2π = 1.88 kHz, and fmax = 38 kHz, κ = 0.61. A
bandwidth of over 37 kHz is achieved, and the edges reflect the
very sharp turnoff that is a known characteristic of the corre-
sponding HS 180◦ pulses. The phase roll is mostly linear, cor-
responding to a delay of close to half the pulsewidth, but with a
period that clearly lengthens from left to right across the band-
width. Figure 2 clarifies this behavior by following the time-
dependence of the z-magnetization for a single on-resonance
trajectory. The spin remains mostly unaffected until nearly
halfway through the pulse, when the sweep reaches resonance.
There follow some transient oscillations in the z-magnetization
that are reminiscent of the “ringing” observed in early slow pas-
sage experiments (27). Off-resonance trajectories are very sim-
ilar, with a time shift that reflects the moment when the sweep
passes through. As the sweep is approximately linear over the
most intense portion of the pulse, the time shift should be roughly
proportional to the resonance offset, �ω. Once the overall phase
of the HS 90◦ is adjusted, the rotation operator on resonance
must, in fact, be Rx (π

2 ) = exp(−i π
2 Ix ). This follows from the

observation that Iz = 0 combined with the proof of Tycko et al.
(28) that any time-symmetric series of rotation operators, each
of which has an axis in the xy-plane, has an overall axis in the
xy-plane. Therefore, an approximate working model of the HS
90◦ pulse is that shown in Fig. 3a. The model also captures im-
portant aspects of the HS 180◦ case, Fig. 3b, although with one
major omission that will become clear below. Related models for
FM inversion pulses have been employed to rationalize the be-
havior of such pulses in heteronuclear NMR experiments, where

the phase properties of the inversion pulse are unimportant but
the timing of the spin flip influences the results (29, 30).
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FIG. 3. Simplified models for frequency modulated selective excitation and
inversion pulses. A perfect δ-pulse of either 90◦ or 180◦ flip angle is sandwiched
between two offset-dependent delays. (a) The model for the HS 90◦ pulse is
reasonably adequate providing that the RF field is not too inhomogeneous. (b)
The model for the HS 180◦ is only adequate when a relatively small spatial region
of high RF homogeneity is considered. For the more general case, fictitious B1-
dependent z-rotations should be included, as described in the text.

These simplified models easily explain earlier observations
by Hallenga and Lippens (31), found by numerical simulation,
that the HS 180◦ pulse produces a quadratic phase roll when
used to refocus transverse magnetization:

R = Rz

(
�ωTp

2
(1 + ε�ω)

)
Rx (π )Rz

(
�ωTp

2
(1 − ε�ω)

)

= Rx (π )

{
R−x (π )Rz

(
�ωTp

2
(1 + ε�ω)

)
Rx (π )

}

× Rz

(
�ωTp

2
(1 − ε�ω)

)

= Rx (π )R−z(ε�ω2Tp). [8]

The algebraic sign of the quadratic phase roll depends on the
sense of the frequency sweep. How are we to compare the phase
roll between the HS 90◦ and HS 180◦ pulses? The answer is that
ε should be nearly independent of the net flip angle as long as we
are in the far field limit and fmax is identical. This immediately
suggests the following broadband, pure-phase, selective excita-
tion sequence: P1 = HS 90◦

x (Tp)−HS180◦
y( Tp

2 )− Tp

2 . All pulses
have the same fmax including algebraic sign. The transformation
achieved is Iz → −Iy . The analysis parallels that of Eq. [8].

P1 = Rz

(
�ωTp

2

)
Rz

(
�ωTp

4
(1 + ε�ω)

)

× Ry(π )Rz

(
�ωTp

4
(1 − ε�ω)

)
Rz

(
�ωTp

2
(1 + ε�ω)

)
(

π
) (

�ωTp
)

× Rx
2

Rz
2

(1 − ε�ω)
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= Ry(π )R−z

(
�ωTp

2

)
R−z

(
ε�ω2Tp

2

)

× Rz

(
�ωTp

2
(1 + ε�ω)

)
Rx

(
π

2

)
Rz

(
�ωTP

2
(1 − ε�ω)

)

= Ry(π )Rx

(
π

2

)
Rz

(
�ωTp

2
(1 − ε�ω)

)
. [9]

The first z-rotation commutes with the initial state, and the last
y-rotation commutes with the final state; the central rotation
delivers the desired outcome. We tested the prediction of Eq. [9]
and found it to be quite accurate. Nevertheless, careful study
turned up the following points: (1) the final delay is slightly
longer than Tp

2 , by perhaps one part in a thousand; (2) at the
edges of the usable bandwidth the model begins to break down,
and some small amount of x-magnetization is produced; (3)
the sharpness of the transition edges is blurred slightly by the
shorter HS 180◦

y( Tp

2 ) pulse; (4) the excitation profile is no longer
quite symmetric; (5) there seems to be a non-negligible loss of
signal intensity even when all the pulses are calibrated care-
fully.

These observations are in accord with independent work by
Böhlen et al. (32, 33) using constant-amplitude RF pulses with
a linear frequency sweep. Following the same lines almost
10 years ago, and with the help of numerical simulation, they
proposed sequences with the structure of P1 but with two chirped
pulses. Because chirp 180◦ pulses can show appreciably nonuni-
form inversion (25), it was important to use some phase cycling,
described below, to improve the profile. Chirped pulses, while
broadband, are not selective and so are not suitable for the ap-
plications envisaged here.

Figure 4 shows the experimental results of P1 using a sin-
gle transient. Even with no attempt to be more sophisticated,
the results are surprisingly good. A simple improvement, along
the lines of excitation sculpting, is to make sure to discard
any new transverse magnetization produced by the HS 180◦

or any magnetization not properly refocused, and therefore au-
tomatically of wrong phase. This improvement can be imple-
mented with either EXORCYCLE (32–34) or a small matched
pair of pulsed field gradients flanking the HS 180◦ (or both).
It affects the performance mostly near the edges of the band-
width. Recovering a symmetrical profile is as easy as chang-
ing the algebraic sign of all the phases, ϕk → −ϕk , in all the
pulses, and co-adding the two results. This phase reversal is a
very useful trick to employ, but for brevity we will not derive
its properties here except to say that y- and z-magnetization
will be symmetric, and x-magnetization will be antisymmet-
ric, with respect to offset under this co-addition scheme. The
overall phase of the pulse needs to be correctly adjusted, of
course.

The scheme P1 is a close cousin of the pure-phase 180◦ pulse

described by Hwang et al. (35) that is made up of three HS
180◦s, the outer two of which have half the pulsewidth of the
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FIG. 4. The experimental offset dependence for the simple scheme P1,
consisting of a 4.0-ms HS 90◦ followed immediately by a 2.0-ms HS 180◦
pulse and a delay of 2.0 ms plus 1.8 µs. Instrumental delays having to do with
commencement of the waveform memory were compensated with matching
dummy statements on either side of the HS 180◦ element. The formulas in the
text were used, digitizing the waveform in 1000 steps of 4 or 2 µs, respectively.
Only a single transient has been used, with no attempt to remove magnetization
by phase cycling or gradients. While the profile is not exactly symmetric, it is
still quite usable. A fairly substantial bandwidth of >37 kHz is achieved. The
HS 90◦ pulse employed peak field of only 1.88 kHz, whereas the shorter and
necessarily stronger HS 180◦ pulse required 7.98 kHz. The resonance line is the
proton signal from the ASTM “2 Hz” H2O sample, consisting of residual HDO
in 99% D2O, with GdCl3 added to speed relaxation. It has been sampled every
0.5 kHz over ±20 kHz with respect to exact resonance.

center one. Indeed, the simplified model introduced here makes
the result of Ref. (35) transparent to derive. However, it also
points out an insidious difficulty, shared by P1, the chirp pulses
of Böhlen et al. (32, 33), and by the 3-pulse refocusing element
(35). This difficulty is point (5) above, that there seems to be
some loss of signal. The culprit is the RF inhomogeneity over
the sample volume (33). That is, the simplified models are only
decent for a thin spatial contour of the sample where the B1 field
is near the nominal value B0

1 . Other magnetization has either the
wrong phase, reduced amplitude, or both. The surprise is how
pronounced the effect can be.

This effect can be framed in terms of the so-called Bloch–
Siegert phase (BSP) (36, 37) that arises when an off-resonance
pulse, for example a carbonyl decoupling pulse, is applied
when other magnetization is transverse. Suppose a conven-
tional selective rectangular 1.0 ms 180◦ pulse is applied. At
an offset �ω

2π
= 1

2

√
3 kHz all magnetization undergoes a 360◦

trajectory, and so is returned to the same position it occu-
pied when the selective pulse commenced. However, it should
have acquired a phase �ωTp = π

√
3 or 311.8◦ during this

time. The magnetization differs from the correct position by
48.2◦.

Now consider the BSP for the HS 180◦ pulse. The analysis
is dissimilar because the pulse directly affects the spin we are
considering. At the nominal condition, B0

1 , the simple model of

Fig. 3b works well, the pulse being phased so that it behaves
as a 180◦

y pulse. However, rather than just having an offset-
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dependent delay on either side of perfect 180◦
y pulse, we should

include the BSP that accrues during the first part of the pulse,
when an off-resonance field is applied, and that during the last
part of the pulse when the same is true again. Although the sign
of the effective field changes on either end of the sweep, the
spin flips somewhere in the middle, too. As a result, these phase
shifts do not cancel: if the pulse is phased to produce a 180◦

y
rotation on resonance at the nominal condition, then changing
the RF level slightly could produce a phase shift. Accordingly, an
improved model is represented in terms of rotation operators as
follows:

R = Rz

(
�ωTp

2
(1 + ε�ω)

)
Rz

(
δ

(
1 − B1

B0
1

))

× Ry(π )R−z

(
δ

(
1 − B1

B0
1

))
Rz

(
�ωTp

2
(1 − ε�ω)

)
.

[10]

In an inhomogeneous field these variable phase shifts δ cause
magnetization vectors to fan out, leading to a loss of signal.
While Eq. [2] guarantees that these phase shifts cancel out if
two matched inversion pulses are applied, for an odd number
of inversion pulses, or for a single such pulse, there could be
an irreparable loss of signal that depends on δ, which in turn
depends on fmax and Tp.

Figure 5 shows that this loss could be significant. The figure
shows the calculated amount of x- and y-magnetization pro-
duced, along with the relative phase shift, on resonance, as a
function of the normalized field B1/B0

1 . A single 2-ms HS 180◦

with fmax = 38 kHz, γB peak
1 /2π = 7.98 kHz (nominal) cor-

responding to κ = 1.83 in Eq. [7], and phased to produce no
x-magnetization at the nominal condition on resonance, is used.
The initial state is pure y-magnetization, 〈Iy〉 = −1. Within an
alarmingly narrow ±10% range in B1/B0

1 there is a ±90◦ phase
shift; i.e., 〈Ix 〉 = ±1! The nearly sinusoidal dependence of the
magnetization (linear phase shift) as the field is increased, a
region where the inversion pulse is surely inverting properly, is
the fingerprint of the unwanted BSP. Unfortunately, the mag-
nitude of this BSP is not even approximately canceled by any
similar effect during the first HS 90◦ pulse. In fact the phase shifts
from the first pulse, while nonzero, are relatively minor because
the applied field is much weaker, and there is no detectable BSP
operating over roughly the first half of the HS 90◦ pulse, during
which time magnetization resides mostly along the z-axis.
Accordingly, we must deliberately compensate for the BSP,
while maintaining the phase properties with respect to
offset.

This is easily accomplished by replacing the HS 180◦ in P1

with a new HS 180◦ having the same fmax = 38 kHz but the
same length as the HS 90◦, rather than half the length. The same

delay then takes care of the linear phase roll with respect to
offset, and a quadratic phase roll of opposite sense is introduced.
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FIG. 5. An illustration of the “Bloch–Siegert phase” displayed by HS 180◦
pulses. The upper traces show the calculated x- (quadrature phase) and y- (in
phase) magnetization produced by a 2.0-ms HS 180◦ pulse, identical to the
second pulse used to produce Fig. 4. The bottom trace shows the relative phase
shift. All are plotted as a function of the B1 field, expressed as a fraction of the
nominal field, B0

1 . With only a relatively small fractional change in the field,
a substantial phase shift is observed. In most high-resolution probes there can
be a ±10% range of fields over the active sample volume. In such a case, the
integrated signal shows some noticeable attenuation due to the variable phase
shifts in different spatial regions. Using a matched pair of 180◦ pulses completely
removes the unwanted phase shift.

This quadratic roll is then removed by the final HS 180◦ pulse,
which is once again half the length of the HS 90◦ pulse. The

◦ ◦
whole sequence is thus P2 = HS 90x (Tp) − HS 180y(Tp) −
Tp

2 − HS 180◦
y( Tp

2 ) which, neglecting the BSP, can be analyzed
CATIONS

as Eq. [9]:

P2 = Rz

(
�ωTp

4
(1 + ε�ω)

)
Ry(π )Rz

(
�ωTp

4
(1 − ε�ω)

)

× Rz

(
�ωTp

2

)
Rz

(
�ωTp

2
(1 + ε�ω)

)

× Ry(π )Rz

(
�ωTp

2
(1 − ε�ω)

)

× Rz

(
�ωTp

2
(1+ε�ω)

)
Rx

(
π

2

)
Rz

(
�ωTp

2
(1−ε�ω)

)

= Ry(2π )Rx

(
π

2

)
Rz

(
�ωTp

2
(1 − ε�ω)

)
. [10]

The models clearly predict that, in general, the only requirement
to approximately compensate for the quadratic phase roll of the
HS 90◦ pulse is to mismatch the lengths of the two HS 180◦s
by half the length of the HS 90◦. The HS 180◦ immediately
following the HS 90◦ is always the longer of the two. Thus, we
can view P1 as a limiting case of P2 in which the second HS
180◦ has been reduced all the way to zero length. It is possible
to use longer HS 180◦s, e.g., 5 and 3 ms, 7 and 5 ms, with
similar results. This also lowers the peak power requirement in
accordance with Eq. [7]. Due to the different transition-region
performance, which depends only on the actual pulsewidth, these
sequences differ in detail at the edges of the passband. As Eq. [2]
guarantees that the BSP is canceled when the two HS 180◦s are
identical, by continuity it follows that the BSP will be small
when they are closely-enough matched in length. It turns out
that they need not be too close in percentage terms because
the stronger RF field of the shorter pulse partially offsets the
decrease in pulsewidth. That is, P2 already works well. It can be
improved by slightly bumping up the intensity of the second HS
180◦, by about 0.5 dB for the exact conditions used in Fig. 6, a
finesse that begins to counter the slight BSP of the HS 90◦ as
well.

Figure 6 shows experimental results, under these conditions,
obtained with P2, with a single transient (top). The bottom trace
is obtained with independent EXORCYCLE phase cycling of
each of the refocusing pulses, along with co-addition of a phase-
reversed sequence. This 32-step phase cycle can be reduced to
just two transients if PFGs are used, or if the exact performance
in the transition region is not crucial. If perfect symmetry of the
passband is unimportant, then a single transient clearly suffices.
These results would be interesting even if the bandwidth were
not adjustable at will, so the latter emerges as a pleasant bonus
of the sequence.

With regard to the nettlesome BSP, Fig. 7 demonstrates the
phase stability of P2 that should be observed on resonance, by
numerical calculation. The large linear phase roll of Fig. 5 has
been converted into a relatively small quadratic one. A single

transient has been assumed, but the results neither hinge on the
number of transients, nor on the exact offset chosen. The stability
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FIG. 6. Experimental demonstration of the sequence P2, consisting of a
4.0-ms HS 90◦ followed immediately by a 4.0-ms HS 180◦ pulse and a delay
of 2.0 ms plus 1.8 µs, and then a 2.0-ms HS 180◦ pulse. Instrumental delays
having to do with commencement of the waveform memory were compensated
with matching dummy statements on either side of the HS 180◦ element. All
pulses used fmax = 38 kHz and with peak RF fields of 1.88 kHz, 5.64 kHz,
and 8.41 kHz, respectively. The slight increase, from 7.98 kHz (κ = 1.83)
to 8.41 kHz (κ = 1.93) for the last pulse improves the stability of the whole
sequence with respect to changes in B1/B0

1 , as discussed in the text. Note that
slightly longer HS 180◦s could be used, thereby lowering the peak field re-
quirement for these pulses at the expense of the overall duration. Top: results
of a single transient, no phase cycling. Bottom: results of 32 transients, using
EXORCYCLE on each of the refocusing pulses, and a co-added phase-reversed
sequence. A pleasing pure-phase symmetrical profile is obtained. Identical re-
sults were obtained using 200-µs PFGs instead of the EXORCYCLE, using only
two transients (data not shown).

holds at all offsets over which the pulse operates well. Finally
Fig. 8 shows an experimental comparison between P1 and P2

over a ±15% change in the nominal field. Clearly there is a
huge improvement by accounting for the BSP. The very slight
phase roll in P2 is in fact somewhat smaller than predicted by
simulation, apparently because the distribution of actual values
partially averages the profile of Fig. 7 and the average shows
less range than the individual values do.

The intrinsic sensitivity of both P1 and P2 to RF inhomo-
geneity, aside from any BSP problems, resides solely with the
first HS 90◦ pulse. This pulse is not adiabatic, and shows no
particular compensation, in terms of residual z-magnetization,
for instance, with respect to changes in B1/B0

1 . However, P2

performs similarly to a conventional 90◦ pulse in this regard, the
majority of the signal being transformed into y-magnetization
even with appreciable miscalibration. Over a ±10% range in
B1/B0

1 , ∼99% of the expected signal is obtained. For most
high-resolution applications, further compensating the excita-
tion pulse is not required, and will not lead to major gains in
sensitivity.

In conclusion, by a somewhat circuitous means we have in-
troduced what we believe is the first example of adjustable,
broadband, uniform-phase selective excitation. To simplify the

analysis, we have employed very useful approximate models to
replace the complicated behavior of the actual FM pulses. These
CATIONS 137

models have clarified, quantified, and explained the behavior
with respect to resonance offset and RF amplitude. The HS 180◦

pulses show mostly quadratic phase shifts with respect to off-
set, and mostly linear phase shifts with respect to B1/B0

1 . The
HS 90◦ shows qualitatively similar behavior, with an additional
large linear term in offset of close to half the pulsewidth. The
models are most applicable in the far field limit, where the FM
pulse behaves completely differently than does a conventional
fixed-phase pulse. We have illustrated the salient features of the
FM 90◦ and the “mismatched double echo” by employing the
hyperbolic secant family, but the insight and machinery applies
more broadly. We note in passing that related transformations
such as Iy → −Iz can be formed easily, allowing almost all mul-
tidimensional NMR experiments to be carried out with these new
schemes. The slightly roundabout route used to arrive at the se-
lective excitation scheme suggested the acronym ABSTRUSE:
Adustable, Broadband, Sech/T anh-Rotation Uniform Selective
Excitation. At high field, where even a conventional 90◦ pulse
begins to show deficiencies, there could be a substantial ad-
vantage to ABSTRUSE pulse sequences. While we have not
attempted to optimize these sequences with respect to total
duration, focusing on their conceptual underpinnings instead,

FIG. 7. Calculated x- and y-magnetization for the ABSTRUSE scheme
P2 as a function of the normalized field B1/B0

1 . There is greatly improved
stability in the phase of the magnetization compared with the results of Fig. 5,
which closely resemble that obtained with the simpler scheme P1. A single

slice corresponding to the on-resonance case has been computed, but the phase
stability is not strongly offset-dependent, so the results are representative.
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FIG. 8. Experimental results corresponding to the calculation of Fig. 7. Top:
the ABSTRUSE scheme, P2. Bottom: the simpler scheme, P1. The predicted
phase stability or instability is observed in practice. A single slice corresponding
to the on-resonance case has been measured in each case, over a ±15% range
in B1/B0

1 , by incrementing the fine power attenuator controlling the waveform
amplitude. The phase is also stable at all other offsets where the pulse performs
well. The phase stability of the waveform generator electronics over this range
was independently checked, using a single unmodulated pulse, and found to be
essentially flawless. The ABSTRUSE pulse appears to work a little better in
practice than in theory due to the observed signal itself being averaged over a
spread in B1/B0

1 values. The spectra are on the same absolute scale. A single
transient has been acquired for each.

the described sequences are an excellent beachhead for a de-
tailed numerical campaign. There are obvious implications for
slice-selection in the presence of a gradient, and other imag-
ing applications, as well. In some cases the selective passband
requirement can be relaxed, in which case interesting new pos-
sibilities for high-power broadband sequences emerge. We will
describe these and related aspects in future publications.
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